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Abstract

The topic of this thesis is the study of moduli spaces of zero-dimensional geometric
objects. The thesis consists of three articles each focusing on a particular moduli space.

The first article concerns the Hilbert scheme Hilb(X). This moduli space parametrizes
closed subschemes of a fixed ambient scheme X. It has been known implicitly for some
time that the Hilbert scheme does not behave well when the scheme X is not sepa-
rated. The article shows that the separation hypothesis is necessary in the sense that
the component Hilb1(X) of Hilb(X) parametrizing subschemes of dimension zero and
length 1 does not exist if X is not separated.

Article number two deals with the Chow scheme Chow0,n(X) parametrizing zero-
dimensional e!ective cycles of length n on the given scheme X. There is a related
construction, the Symmetric product Symn(X), defined as the quotient of the n-fold
product X! . . .!X of X by the natural action of the symmetric group Sn permuting
the factors. There is a canonical map Symn(X)" Chow0,n(X) that, set-theoretically,
maps a tuple (x1, . . . , xn) to the cycle

!n
k=1 xk. In many cases this canonical map is an

isomorphism. We explore in this paper some examples where it is not an isomorphism.
This will also lead to some results concerning the question whether the symmetric
product commutes with base change.

The third article is related to the Fulton-MacPherson compactification of the config-
uration space of points. Here we begin by considering the configuration space F (X,n)
parametrizing n-tuples of distinct ordered points on a smooth scheme X. The scheme
F (X,n) has a compactification X[n] which is obtained from the product Xn by a se-
quence of blowups. Thus X[n] is itself not defined as a moduli space, but the points
on the boundary of X[n] may be interpreted as geometric objects called stable degen-
erations. It is then natural to ask if X[n] can be defined as a moduli space of stable
degenerations instead of as a blowup. In the third article we begin work towards an
answer to this question in the case where X = P2. We define a very general moduli
stack Xpv2 parametrizing projective schemes whose structure sheaf has vanishing sec-
ond cohomology. We then use Artin’s criteria to show that this stack is algebraic. One
may define a stack SDX,n of stable degenerations of X and the goal is then to prove
algebraicity of the stack SDX,n by using Xpv2.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling behandlar modulirum av nolldimensionella geometriska objekt.
Avhandlingen består av tre artiklar som var och en fokuserar på ett speciellt moduli-
rum.

Den första artikeln tar upp Hilbertschemat Hilb(X). Detta modulirum parametrise-
rar slutna delscheman av ett fixt schema X. Vanligtvis studeras Hilbertschemat utifrån
hypotesen att schemat X är separerat. Artikeln visar att denna hypotes är nödvän-
dig eftersom komponenten Hilb1(X) av Hilb(X) som parametriserar delscheman av
dimension noll och längd ett ej existerar om X inte är separerat.

Den andra artikeln handlar om Chowschemat Chow0,n(X) som parametriserar
nolldimensionella cykler av längd n på ett givet schema X. En relaterad konstruk-
tion är den symmetriska produkten Symn(X) som defineras som kvoten av produkten
X ! . . .!X under verkan av den symmetriska gruppen Sn som permuterar faktorer-
na. Det finns en kanonisk avbildning Symn(X) " Chow0,n(X) som mängdteoretiskt
avbildar en tupel (x1, . . . , xn) på cykeln

!n
k=1 xk. Denna kanoniska avbildning är i

många fall en isomorfi. I artikeln i fråga utforskar vi ett antal exempel där den kano-
niska avbildningen inte är en isomorfi. Detta leder även till några resultat angående
frågan om den symmetriska produkten kommuterar med basbyte.

Den tredje artikeln har kopplingar till Fulton-MacPhersons kompaktifiering av kon-
figurationsrummet av punkter. Här börjar vi med att studera konfigurationsrummet
F (X,n) som parametriserar n-tupler av distinkta ordnade punkter på ett givet ic-
kesingulärt schema X. Schemat F (X,n) har en kompaktifiering X[n] som fås från
produkten Xn genom en följd av uppblåsningar. Därmed är X[n] i sig inte definierat
som ett modulirum, men punkterna på randen till X[n] kan tolkas som geometriska
objekt, så kallade stabila degenerationer. Det är därför naturligt att fråga sig om X[n]
kan definieras som ett modulirum av stabila degenerationer istället för att konstrueras
genom uppblåsningar. I artikel nummer tre påbörjar vi arbetet mot svaret till denna
fråga i fallet X = P2. Vi definierar en generell modulistack Xpv2 som parametriserar
projektiva scheman vars strukturkärve har kohomologi noll i grad 2. Vi använder där-
efter Artins kriterier för att visa att stacken Xpv2 är algebraisk. Vi definierar en stack
SDX,n som parametriserar stabila degenerationer och förhoppningen är att kunna an-
vända Xpv2 för att visa att SDX,n är algebraisk.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Moduli spaces
This thesis is concerned with the field within algebraic geometry called moduli spaces. The
basic idea is the following: We are interested in the behaviour of certain geometric objects;
these can be for instance closed subvarieties of a fixed variety, collections of n distinct ordered
points on a fixed variety, or more general objects such as smooth curves of a fixed genus.
We then try to find a space X which parametrizes these objects; this means that a point
of X corresponds to one of these objects, a curve on X corresponds to a smoothly varying
one-dimensional family of objects, etc. The correspondence is supposed to be “natural”
or “functorial” in the following sense: We may consider a functor F from varieties to sets
by choosing F (V ) to be the set of families of objects indexed by the variety V . Then we
require that there is a natural isomorphism from the functor F to the functor Hom(!,X ).
This definition glosses over the fact that F (V ) need not be a set, but it su!ces for our
discussion.

A space X that has a natural correpondence as above is called a moduli space parametriz-
ing the types of objects one is interested in, and the geometry of this moduli space gives
much information about the geometric objects involved. Also, many problems in enumer-
ative geometry can be solved by phrasing the problems as the study of intersections of
certain subspaces of an appropriate moduli space X . The systematic study of these types
of intersections is called the intersection theory of X , c.f. [5].

In many cases the existence of these moduli spaces is known. For instance, the moduli
space parametrizing subvarieties (or rather subschemes) of a given variety or scheme X is
called the Hilbert scheme of X, denoted Hilb(X) [7]. The moduli space of smooth curves of
a fixed genus g is denoted Mg [11], [4], and the moduli space parametrizing collections of
n distinct labelled points on a fixed smooth variety or scheme X is called the configuration
space of n points of X, denoted F (X,n). This space exists and is furthermore easy to
create, the configuration space is defined as the scheme F (X,n) = X " . . ."X !! where
one takes the product of n factors and removes the closed set ! defined as the locus where
two or more points coincide.
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Chapter 2

Summary

2.1 Paper A - The Hilbert scheme
The paper Non-e!ective deformations of Grothendieck’s Hilbert functor [10] (with Roy
Skjelnes) concerns the Hilbert scheme. It has been implicitly known that if one tries to
prove the existence of the Hilbert scheme Hilb(X) as it is defined in [7] one runs into prob-
lems if one does not assume that the space X is separated. In the article we prove that
separatedness of X really is a necessary condition for existence of the Hilbert scheme, in
the sense that non-separatedness leads to so called non-e!ective deformations, which is
impossible if the Hilbert scheme would exist.

2.2 Paper B - The Chow scheme
The second paper, Counterexamples regarding symmetric tensors and divided powers [9]
concerns the Chow scheme, which is a space parametrizing e"ective cycles on a fixed scheme
X. This moduli space was introduced in [3] in a classical setting, where it was called the
Chow variety. Later generalizations of this space and explorations of the scheme structure
are found in [1], [8], [16].

An e"ective cycle on a space is an abstract positive linear combination of reduced ir-
reducible closed subschemes of X. Cycles play an important role in intersection theory.
Specifically, the paper [9] concerns the scheme Chow0,n(X/S) parametrizing relative zero-
cycles of degree n on a family of schemes X # S [15]. When S is a point, a relative
zero-cycle corresponds to a positive linear combination of closed points of X with integer
coe!cients. The classical way to define the scheme Chow0,n(X/S) is via the symmetric
product, i.e. to define

Chow0,n(X/S) = Symn(X/S) = X "S . . ."S X" #$ %
n

/Sn

where Sn denotes the symmetric group acting on the product by permuting the factors.
There is another candidate for the definition of Chow0,n(X/S), namely the scheme of di-
vided powers, denoted "n(X/S). The definition of this scheme is not as intuitive as the
definition of Symn(X/S), but the scheme "n(X/S) has nicer functorial properties. For
instance, "n(X/S) satisfies a universal property regarding polynomial laws [12] and com-
mutes with arbitrary base extension S! # S. The scheme Symn(X/S) commutes with
flat base extension but not arbitrary base extension. There is a canonically defined mor-
phism Symn(X/S)# "n(X/S) which is an isomorphism in many cases, for instance when

5
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X # S is flat, or when S is defined over a field of characteristic zero. In the article we
study the case of a!ne schemes X = Spec(B) and S = Spec(A). We then have the re-
lation "n(X/S) = Spec("nA(B)), where "nA(B) is the algebra of divided powers [13] and
Symn(X/S) = Spec(TSnA(B)), where TSnA(B) is the algebra of symmetric tensors, defined
as the subring (B"n)Sn of invariant elements of the natural action of the symmetric group
Sn on B"n. We show in the article that the canonical map "nA(B)# TSnA(B) need neither
be surjective nor injective in general. This also gives examples showing that Symn(X/S)
need not commute with base extension. The families X # S in the examples are not flat,
but relative zero-cycles on non-flat families come up when studying relative cycles of higher
dimension (c.f. [14]), so it is important to understand what goes wrong when one uses the
scheme Symn(X/S) instead of the more general "n(X/S).

2.3 Paper C - The Fulton-MacPherson compactification

The third paper is related to compactifications of the configuration space F (X,n) of n
labelled points on a smooth scheme X. The configuration space is defined as F (X,n) =
X " . . . " X ! !, where ! is the locus where two or more points coincide. The space
F (X,n) is easy enough to understand, but when one wants to do intersection theory one
wants a compact space, so therefore it is important to have a suitable compactification of
the moduli space in question. The compactification of the configuration space F (X,n) that
we are interested in is called the Fulton-MacPherson compactification [6] and is denoted
X[n]. This space is constructed from the space Xn by a sequence of blowups.

This way of compactifying F (X,n) di"ers from the way the spaceMg of smooth genus
g curves is compactified. The so called Deligne-Mumford compactification Mg of Mg is
defined by parametrizing not only smooth curves, but a more general class of curves called
stable curves (c.f. [4]). These include singular curves that can be viewed as degenerations
of smooth curves as they approach the boundary of Mg. Since smooth curves are stable,
we have an inclusion Mg $ Mg and Mg will in fact be a dense open subspace of Mg.
This way of compactifying a moduli space is called a modular compactification and has
several advantages. The compactification is itself a moduli space, so the boundary can be
understood in terms of the new objects we parametrize. Also, one can check smoothness
and other properties of the compactification through the properties of deformations of the
geometric objects introduced. In contrast, the compactification X[n] is not defined as a
moduli space.

Paper three is the first step in trying to construct a modular compactification of F (X,n)
related to the construction of the compactificationMg. In other words, for a fixed smooth
scheme X, we want to parametrize a class of geometric objects that includes n labelled
distinct points of X but also includes objects representing the degenerate cases where two
or more points come together. These degenerate objects are called stable n-pointed degen-
erations of X and were introduced in [6]. A stable degeneration can be described as follows:
suppose that two labelled points p1, p2 of X come together at some point x % X. Then we
blow up x, creating an exceptional divisor E &= Pd#1, where d = dim(X). Next we attach
a projective space Pd to Blx(X), identifying the hyperplane at infinity H $ Pd with the
exceptional divisor E. Next we put the two labelled points p1, p2 on the open set Pd !H
of the attached component Pd. The points on the attached component thus encode the
directions in which p1 and p2 approach each other when coming together. If we have more
points that come together we might need to blow up points on the attached Pd and continue
the process.

We may define a stack SDX,n parametrizing stable n-pointed degenerations of X. The
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first goal is then to show that SDX,n is an algebraic stack for the case X = P2. To aid in
this we define in the third paper a very general moduli stack Xpv2 parametrizing projective
schemes W such that H2(W,OW ) = 0. We show in detail, using Artin’s Criteria [2] that
the stack Xpv2 is algebraic. From the algebraicity of Xpv2 one can then derive algebraicity
of a number of related stacks. The most important of these is the stack XX,n parametrizing
tuples (W, f, p1, . . . , pn) whereW is a projective scheme with H2(W,OW ) = 0 together with
a map f : W # X and n points p1, . . . , pn in the smooth locus of W . The hope is then to
show that SDX,n is an open substack of XX,n and thus to obtain algebraicity of SDX,n.
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